
TVD-
CapmanTM

Proactive capacity management 
for IT infrastructures

The solution at a glance
IT infrastructure without proactive and business-oriented capacity planning is like running a company without any book-
keeping or fi nancial fi gures. Capacity management with regular forecasts, for example of growing needs for resources, is 
one of the most important tasks in running a database. This is where the essential foundation is laid for saving costs and 
increasing effi ciency. It allows potential bottlenecks in supply to be recognized and averted.

Our product TVD-CapmanTM offers comprehensive opportunities in capacity and resource planning with Oracle and 
MySQL database systems. A centralized data collector continually gathers all relevant performance and confi guration data 
from your servers and databases. The collected data can be analyzed and visualized in countless reports and diagrams 
using the Java-based graphics interface. The time frame and level of detail can be adjusted fl exibly to make applicable 
statements.

TVD-CapmanTM Sample I/O resource map



Trend analyses can also be used to create forecasts of resource needs (CPU, I/O, storage). That helps provide a concrete 
answer to “what if” questions.

What if ...

 we had more CPU power?

 there were more databases on the server?

 there were more users working in the system? 
 

What we offer
TVD-CapManTM can be licensed for an unlimited period of time with regular updates included. We also offer limited-time 
use, for example so that you can get to know the product as part of a consolidation project. Licensing is based on the 
number of CPU cores in the systems in question. Naturally, we will also assist with installation, evaluation and interpre-
tation of the data. 
 

Your benefits
 Proven, efficient data collector from customer environments with hundreds of databases

 Very comprehensive features for the analysis and visualization of data (e.g. heat maps)

 Compare database configurations (e.g. parameters)

 Easy installation without agents in the database systems

 Does not require paid options or management packs from Oracle (e.g. tuning pack)

 Platform-independent solution without proprietary components
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Our partners

Certifi cation
As an ISO 20000-certifi ed company, we guarantee the quality and reliability
of our outstanding services in accordance with international standards.
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